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"It is the same system which was

borrowed from the business, and brought from

India to Europe and have been made the

foundation of national schools in every

enlightened country."   




 







"Some gratitude is due to people from

whom we have learnt to diffuse among the

lower ranks of society instruction by one of the

most me erring and economical method which

has ever been invented."


      

      


"Any of the respectable caste may, and

do often, practice teaching. The children are

instructed without violence, and by a process

pequliarly simple."




"It is these elementary Schools that the

labouring classes in India owe their education.

It gives them an access,from the introduction

of the system., into this part of the World,

advantage which the same classes in Europe,

only now partially conferred on them a superior

share of intelligence and placed them in a

situation to perform better all the duties of life."


    "placed under more

scientific masters."
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1817  H. T. Colebrook  “Hindu

Algebra (giving an introduction to Algebra with

arithmatic adn mensuration from the sanskrit of

Brahmagupta and Bhaskar)” 
1783T. D. Pearse “On the sixth satelite of

Saturn”
 Reuben Burrow

"The Hindoos had Binomial theorem"1790
Playfair"Remarks on the

Astronomy of Hindoos."1790 

     
   


     



    
Mr. La

Laubere
Mr.

La Laubere 1867
 

tuble

       

Cassini


    
Le Gentil

M. Le Gentiltransit
          
  






    
   
1772
Memoirs

"dedicated an entire volume

to the explanation and comparison of these

different tables, where he das deduced, from

them, many interesting conclusion."



Mr. Bailly
Astronomic Indianne
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"not without a portion of the

scepticism, which whatever is new and extra-

ordinary in science ought always to excite, and

set about verifying the calculations, and examing

the resoning in it, wiht the most scrupulous

attention."Playfair


       
  
 
"among so simple a people, there

should be found a truth, which among the wisest

and the most learned nations had been sought

for in vain."


   





Colebrook

    

Edinburgh

reviewNov, 1817


"Mr. Colebrook, after demonstrating the

excellence of this Algebra, and comparing its

more perfect algorithm and its superior

advancement with the Greek Algebra, as

explained in the work of Diophantus, seems

nevertheless willing to admit, that some

communication about the time of the last

mentioned author may have come fromGreece

to India.

Of this we are inclined to doubt, for the

simple reoson, that Greeks had nothing to give

on that subject which it was worth while of the

Indians to receive...... It seems however certain,

that the facts in the history of algebric analysis,

taken by themselves give no countenance to the

supposition."



2015    
Michel Danino

    
  



    

9. Feb> Toy

"Amidst current debates over ancient

India’s accomplishments, what were some key

scientific break-through."
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"Well, Indians made major contribution to

a vast number of fields, especially mathematics,

astronomy, metallurgy, alchemy, medicine and

agriculture. Indian’s water-harvesting and

management-teachniques are something we can

still learn from. Metallurgical advancement, like

the corroson-resistant iron pollar in Delihi’s

Qutub were other achievements. There were

texts on sustainable agriculture. To day we talk

of organic farming, but it was practised widely.

Fields Medal awardee Manjul Bhargave

recently said much of pre-modern mathematics

has foundation in India. The 8th to 6th century

B.C Sulbsutra’s knew pythagoras theorem.

Modern Arbic numeral originated in India. The

decimal place value numeral system evolved

inIndia around 3rd or 4th Century A.D.

Aryabhatta concieved the earth as a

roating sphere in space, which causes the

aparent rising and setting of the Sun. Varahamihir

disagreed and Brahmagupta derided Aryabhatta,

but unlike medieval Europe, the intellectual

climate in India was free and tolerent of dissent.

Centuries ahead of Europe Brahmagupta

envisaged mathematical infinity and proposed

that zoro and infinity are mutually inverse

notions. Infact, the concept of infinity underlies

much of Indian science also the infinitesimal.

Many of these techniques of Algebra and

Astronomy travelled to Persia and Arabia. Some

went to medieval Europe. Over all, texts suggest

the flow of mathematic was much more out of

India than into it."

   

 


   
  

      


"Well, there were many complex factors

at play. The destruction of centres of learing

from the 11th. Century onward led to a

fragmentation of the Scientific Community. Also

there was a relative lack of Royal patronage to

Science....."



 Mr.

Bailly Astronomic Indienne10th

Chapter    
Mr. Bailly
        
MassoudiSind-Hind
Maghisti

  Ptolemy

Almagest Maghisti   
Ast. Ind. Disc. Prel. P. 175


Abulfaragius
  Almaimon  
    813    Habash

      
     ad

regulas Sind-Hind"according to the rules

of some Indian treatise of Astronomy."Asiatic.

Misoel. Vol. 1. Page 34
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